
Mario Chain Chomps 

Created by Dylan Sligh, 3rd grader, WW Robinson Elem., Woodstock Virginia 

Professional Consultation by Karenina Baker, Phys. Ed. Instructor 

 

 

Equipment:  1 foam ball (we use gator skin) for every 5 students, one ½ pool noodle, cones or 

floor tape to mark off the running area and the exercise area, 

 

Set up:  If you do not have a gym where a “volleyball court” or similar area is marked off, 

you will need to use cones or floor tape to mark off an inner rectangle with a line running 

through the middle as shown below.  The rectangle should be wide enough on both sides 

of the line for several students to perform exercises without touching.  The track will 

need to be wide enough for 3 or 4 students to run without bumping or touching the wall. 

 

 
 

 

This game is modeled after the Mario Karts Video Game so the names of the players come from 

that game.    

 

Choose several taggers (Chain Chomps), there should be 1 per every 5-7 children in class.  

They will each have a foam ball. 

Choose 1 Mario.  This person will have a pool noodle (Fire Power Up Flower) 

All other students are a Mario Karts Character (or just a regular student) 

Students will all spread out in good space in the circuit area or race track. Instruct students to 

use a certain locomotor skill and move in a certain direction.  Everyone will move in this way. 

 

 

How to Play: 

  
 ___________________________________ 

Circuit or race track, all 
students going in same 
direction. 

Exercise 
area or pit 
stop. 



   Students will begin moving around the circuit or race track using the teacher chosen loco-

motor skill.  They all go in the same direction for safety reasons as well as to form the race track 

atmosphere.  The Chain Chomps (taggers) are trying to touch the other students on the back or 

arm with the foam ball.  If a student is tagged they will go to the Pit (exercise area) to perform 

the following.  

      1st time tagged (one push up performed correctly) then return to track 

      2nd time tagged (two curl-ups performed correctly) then return to track 

      3rd time tagged (rest criss cross applesauce until rescued by Mario) could use this time for a 

heart rate check 

       This pattern continues each time they are tagged. 

       Once the exercise is performed they may return to the game. 

 

Mario (rescuer) will carry the ½ pool noodle as his Fire Power Up Flower.  Mario has two jobs:  

touch the Chain Chomps (taggers) and rescue the students who are sitting in the exercise area. 

If a Chain Chomp gets touched by Mario, they must go to the Pit and perform 10 exercises of 

their choice.   Mario needs to pay close attention to who is in need of help as he/she moves 

around the gym.  Remember Mario must move in the same direction as the runners. 

 

After allotted time, teacher will stop game and switch Chain Chomps and Mario (this is a good 

time to have children check heart rate or talk about what their body is doing in response to 

exercise. 

 

 

Variations:   

1.  Have students move in different locomotor skills - talk about which one causes the 

biggest increase in heart rate 

2.  Have students perform different exercises and discuss whether the exercises are for 

strength, endurance or flexibility or a combination.   

3. Make a circuit or track that is not oval. 

4. Use scooters for movement, if using scooters, the exercises could also involve the 

scooter (ab roller, seated windshield wipers or circles with feet on scooter, etc. ) 

5. Use more than 1 Mario Carts Character to have a Fire Power-up Flower 

 

This game keeps children moving and busy but gives a small rest period at times.  This rest 

period could be used to check heart rate.  There are parts of this game that cover all 4 areas of 

fitness and could be used to discuss fitness concepts, body reaction to exercise, muscle groups 

or body systems.   

 


